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Hash flash: Paparazzi, Urine, Smartarse and 

Anaconda 

Master of Music: Bastard 

InterHashional Representative: The Penguin 

 

Correspondence: Doug Whittle, 23 Fairway, Girton, 

Cambridge CB3 0QF. Phone 01223 564201 

            Website: www.inh3.co.uk 

IndoNostalgia Run 52 – March 2017 

Monkey Hanger Get Carter, Crimdon Dene, Hartlepool 
 

Friday 
 

The fun/chaos started early with a flurry of emails 

from Spermwhale which resulted in abusive 

replies from the far corners of the globe, from the 

polite “PLEASE!!! Stop sending bloody emails” to 

“Please stop sending me your bloody emails … I 

don’t give a fuck about the lamb shank”. 

Tampon and Mme Durex, you’re lucky that he 

didn’t have your phone number! UK based exiles 

had their early morning shits disrupted by 

phonecalls at 7 am requesting dinner orders!  

On arriving at The Ship on Friday evening we were 

rather surprised to find that all dinner orders had 

been ignored and everyone had to re-order their 

meals. Despite the confusion, when it arrived the 

food was excellent, and thanks to surface tension, 

the waiter managed to get 260 ml into a 250 ml 

glass! 

Unfortunately all orders for dinner and drinks 

were put on a single bar tab so separating out 

individual payments proved a challenge. The end 

result being an £80 underpayment. This was put 

down to those who had ordered haggis and malt 

whisky, so the scots were left to sort out the 

deficit. 

Before we’d finished our starters, the waiter came 

around taking orders for breakfast for those who 

were staying the night. On reaching Froggy he 

informed him that his room-mate, The Penguin, 

was eating at 7.30 am and did he want to eat at 

the same time? “No way, 8.30 is the earliest for 

me as I can’t get out of bed before 8 am due to 

my huge erection” … too much information! 

   
The Penguin tried everything to collect the 80 quid, 

car park attendant and even car washing & valeting! 

 

Saturday 

The programme had changed with the 10 am start 

put back to 12 noon with a pre-run beer stop at 

the Ward Jackson and the Rat Race before 

catching the train to Seaton Carew. The Rat Race 

is a tiny pub which only holds 15 drinkers with a 

strict no standing policy and a fine choice of real 

ale. The sign said “No lager!”, Bunter would have 

approved.  

http://www.inh3.co.uk/


 
Pre-hydration at the Rat Race 

 

We were joined by Slippy from Newcastle Hash 

who, together with Smartarse and Spermwhale, 

represented the Monkey hanger Hash. 

Despite Diplomat and others trying to join the 

earlier train which was full of half-dressed girls off 

to Newcastle for “Ladies Day” at the races, we 

managed to restrain him and joined the next train 

for the five minute trip to Seaton Carew. 

 
Group photo outside the Rat Race 

 

Prior to the run Spermwhale had asked Smartarse 

to help him lay the trail, who in turn had asked 

Bastard if he’d lend a hand. The result was a trail 

laid by Smartarse with assistance from Bastard 

with no input from Spermwhale. He’d also asked 

Bear to assist with the food and beer at the end 

of the run, and being a grand chap he readily 

agreed. What he didn’t know was that this 

involved being picked up at 9.30 am, taken 

shopping, dropped at point B and 11.30 and left to 

guard the food and beer until the pack arrived at 

the end of the run at about 2.30 pm. Not a very 

happy Bear.  

 
A beached Whale consoles a marooned Bear 

 

Arriving at Seaton Carew we gathered for another 

group photo and the Hare explained the markings. 

One blob and you’re ON, unless you come to a FT 

or false trail. Simple! The Penguin had spoken on 

the phone to Bear and had some inside 

information! So he led the FRBs out of the station, 

then taking a left and left again. But wait, what 

about the flour? It transpired that he’d been given 

duff directions and the Bear didn’t even know 

where the run went, having been marooned on the 

beach for the past three hours. 

 
Same group, this time at Seaton Carew 

 

Returning to the Station we then came across an 

arrow which seemed a reasonable indication that 

the trail went to the right. Along the backs of 

some houses, only recently having had their 

outside loos replaced if the general state of the 

path was anything to go by. Finally, we reached 

open countryside where Anaconda, Paparazzi and 

Unmentionable led the pack off towards the sea 

with a giant condom to their right, or was it a 

beached sperm whale?  



 
Down-downs for Front Running Harriettes 

 

After some minor confusion we reached a check 

with an R in the centre and a W pointing to the 

left. Why have the FRBs ignored this ‘regroup’ 

enquired the Hare, Smartarse? “It wasn’t 

explained when we set off and anyway, 

IndoNostalgia hashers don’t know their alphabet.”  

 
Froggy admiring the deserted beach  

 

The trail led towards the sea and then took a sharp 

left into the dunes. With numerous little paths to 

choose from, we took one a random in the hope 

that we would eventually come across the trail 

again, which we did, eventually ending up on the 

beach and point B, where the Bear was still 

waiting patiently.  

 
Saturday’s Hares 

 

Food was served, at least for those who got in 

early as it was half a piece of ham and half a slice 

of cheese each. No expense spared!  

 
The Mismanagement 

 

There was however, plenty of beer and even some 

red wine for the non-beer drinkers. Rather than 

buy some expensive dry white wine which would 

be suitable for Mrs G and other discerning 

harriettes, Spermwhale had found a box of semi-

sweet “wine” for only £5 which proved to be a 

bargain that he couldn’t resist! If he’d read the 

whole of the label he would have found out that it 

was ‘sparkling perry’ a cheap tarts version of 

babysham, and certainly not acceptable to the 

harriettes, who don’t sink that low anymore. 

   
Mrs G has to make do with dry red and Klingon 

supplies the swearwords for Diplomat’s story  

 

It was McJeckll/McHyde’s 70th Birthday and 

Anaconda had generously had special T-shirts 

designed by McJ/McH’s daughter, Anna, printed 

and flown in from Bandung.  A birthday cake was 

produced, complete with candles, at which point 

the local Fire Brigade arrived, ready to douse the 

flames from all the candles! 



 

 
McJekyll/McHyde’s 70th Birthday cake 

 

 
Firemen arrive to douse the flames 

 

It had been planned to hold the circle in the 

dunes, away from the day trippers who surrounded 

us in the car park, but the table legs were too thin 

and sunk into the sand. The circle was held in the 

car park instead. A group of local lads watched as 

we introduced the Hares, virgins and others, 

before melting away into the sand dunes, taking 

McJeckll/McHyde’s new sweat top with them.  

 
Diplomat and Bear join Froggy for another down-down 

Froggy did a great job as RA and ensured that 

everyone had a least a down-down or three. Whilst 

the Music Master, Bastard, kept the down-down 

song going repeatedly, it fell to The Penguin to 

bring some musical interludes to the proceedings. 

His version of “Seventy” to the tune of 

“Yesterday” reminded our birthday boy what he 

can look forward to, now that he’s reached this 

landmark age. 

   
Froggy “welcoming” the visiting biker and yet another 

tall story for El Rave 

 

More charges, mostly fictitious, followed, mostly 

by Froggy but with observations from others, 

including Gibber, Diplomat and Jetstream. As it 

drew late we were joined by a local biker who 

thought he’d like to join us. It’s rare that we get 

unsolicited requests like this so after he’d spent a 

while observing us from a distance, he was 

welcomed into the circle, given a down-down and 

some incorrect contact details for MH4 and sent 

on his way, or in Georgie dialect, told to piss off 

and not come back. 

   
Urine, Smartarse and Gibber, old friends reunited 

 



   
Slippy and Spermwhale posing in the circle 

 
A rather ragged rendering of Swing Low to close the 

circle 

 

Whilst the Hares had bought tickets and arranged 

for everyone to travel to Seaton Carew, there was 

no such plans for the return journey, just … 

there’s a bus stop somewhere up there and you 

catch the No 1 bus, if it ever comes! Next part of 

the programme was vague so most made for the 

Ward Jackson for another beer or three before 

moving on to The Causeway for the rest of the 

evening, the Cameron Brewery Tour having been 

cancelled on account of the exorbitant cost. At 

this point we lost several members who decided 

that a nice meal at The Ship would be a more 

reliable alternative. 

With no expense spared The Causeway had 

provided a duo to entertain the hash. Can’t recall 

their name but they could have been the Marmite 

Band, you either loved or hated them. 

Spermwhale allowed everyone a first drink and 

then it was on your own account. Your scribe 

retired at this point and found a very nice Thai 

restaurant just near the station. Food arrived at 9 

pm and was either excellent or crap, depending 

on who you spoke to. Finally, there were taxis to 

take everyone back to The Ship or Crimdon Dene, 

for a short nights sleep. 

Sunday 

With an A to B run it is usual to tell the pack where 

A is and let them find B, but not in Hartlepool! The 

location of A was kept secret and so those who 

hadn’t been told were milling about the Caravan 

Park and waiting at reception, only to see 

Spermwhale speed past (like Toad of Toad Hall – 

sounds familiar!) to where the run actually started 

at Crimdon Dene Beach. Amazingly everyone made 

it to the start by a few minutes past 11, the 

official start time. After all the excitement of the 

previous day, Bear chose to stay at The Ship rather 

than risk being marooned on the sea wall again. 

     
Contrasting “running” styles 

 

We were joined by two visitors from the Newcastle 

Hash, Pimp and Incontinence who looked 

surprisingly fit for Geordies. The trail led us along 

the seafront and then down the steps to the 

beach, only it didn’t, this was a nasty falsie and 

everyone had to climb back up again.  

At the next check, once again the trail led down 

to the beach, only for this to be another falsie. 

This time the majority of the pack decided to stay 

down on the beach and run parallel to the true 

trail. It was a beautiful sandy beach, deserted 

except for a few hardy souls and disoriented 

hashers. Apparently in times past the beach would 

have been covered with tents and local holiday 

makers making the best of a lovely stretch of coast 

land.  



   
Klinger leads the way down whilst Newcastle Hashers, 

Pimp and Incontinence get stuck into the beer 

 

The third check was by a footbridge so that those 

who stayed on the beach were able to paddle and 

continue their beach combing. With the pack 

spread out all over the place we decided to wait 

and regroup. However, Unmentionable (who 

knew the trail having already walked from B to A) 

and Incontinence (who is a fit bastard and as his 

name implies, couldn’t wait) ran off along the cliff 

path.  

   
Down hill at last, lets hope it’s not another falsie 

 

Only Froggy who had chosen the low road, but 

then decided that the high road was better, and 

proceeded to scale the cliffs. Fortunately the good 

folk of Hartlepool weren’t around to see his 

monkey like assent, or they would surely have 

hung him, as legend has it they did with the 

monkey, all those years ago.  

It really was a superb trail, although if the sun 

hadn’t been shining and the easterly wind had 

been blowing (as it usually does) the experience 

would have been somewhat different and calls of 

“Hash Shit” may have prevailed. 

 
A beautiful view from the cliff path 

 

Along the cliff path, past the golf course where 

Only Me wished she’d brought her clubs. A final 

check and instead of taking us through the tunnel 

under the railway line, the trail took a sharp left 

onto the beach where the FRBs joined the 

Walkers. 

 
With both Hash Flashes in the picture, Who took this 

rather artistic photo of them and McJekyll/McHyde?  



 Although the programme stated that B was the 

Wok Inn, this proved incorrect and we actually 

ended up at the Rugby Club. 

 

   
More posers 

 

A crisis meeting of the mismanagement had to be 

called as the Rugby Club wouldn’t allow us to drink 

our own beer and insisted on us buying their piss 

at bar prices. Spermwhale proposed that we each 

had one drink from hash fees and then bought our 

own. He suggested that we had six half pints for 

the down-downs and suggested to RA Froggy that 

he should allocate them! This called for a 

compromise when it was realised that we had paid 

a £50 deposit for the room, and provided we didn’t 

damage anything, we could spend this on four jugs 

of beer. 

    
Good morning Vicar! 

 

Moving the circle around the corner and out of 

sight from the Rugby Club Bar Staff, we could then 

replenish the jugs from our own reserves of beer 

without having a limit on how much we consumed. 

 

 
Only Me assisting The Penguin with his sarong, to 

their mutual enjoyment 

 

 
Relief as we have enough beer after all 

 

More confusion followed, should we start the 

circle or wait until after the food was served? As 

it was only 12.45 we decided to get on with the 

circle before the beer ran out. A lively circle 

ensued but at 1pm had to be suspended as the 

food had arrived.   

A large number of take-away containers appeared 

and were distributed in accordance with 

Spermwhale’s instructions. Subsequently the rice 

ran out as nobody was aware that each pot 

contained two portions and needed to be shared 

out. However, there was plenty of grub and those 

first in the queue were able to take enough home 

to last them for the next week.  



  
Thank God Spermwhale didn’t go commando under his 

sarong! Mashed Potato had a very strange way of 

wearing her sarong. 

 

Makan habis and the circle reconvened, although 

slightly smaller as our Geordie visitors had 

departed, along with one or two others. 

Unfortunately, Urine was one of the departed as 

we proceeded to sing his favourite lobster song. 

The Penguin restored some music into the 

proceedings with another version of “Yesterday” 

and McJekyll/McHyde doing a ventriloquist 

rendering of the Woodpecker’s Hole.  

 
A more coordinated rendition of Swing Low 

 

Despite not being able to consume all of our beer, 

the circle came to a close and we started to wend 

our way homewards. It had been a great weekend 

and despite, or maybe because of, all the 

programme alterations, it was great fun. It 

probably helped that the weather was beautiful 

for the whole weekend, warm, sunny and no wind. 

I hate to think how we’d have managed if it had 

been a typically cold, wet Hartlepool weekend.  

 

 

A vote of tHHHanks to Spermwhale for organising 

the event and especially to all those who were 

delegated to make sure we had trails, food, music 

and laughter. 

As it was Mothering Sunday, the Mothers, of which 

there were several, were completely ignored and 

didn’t even get a down-down to Onour the 

occasion. 

Tailpiece 

On returning home I decided to investigate the 

origins of the Monkey Hanger and it transpires that 

the story first appeared in Hartlepool in the 1850’s 

when a folk singer, Ned Corvan, wrote a song 

about it. He had been touring the lowlands of 

Scotland with Blind Willie Purvis where it is 

thought that he came across the story. This was 

an earlier and remarkably similar monkey-hanging 

legend with a similar song from the inhabitants of 

Boddam, Aberdeenshire, relating to a shipwreck in 

1772. Lucky for me that I didn’t mention this 

whilst we were in Hartlepool of I might have 

joined the monkey in being hung by irate 

residents. 

 
Is this the Monkey what got hung? 

 

On-On to Beer in Beer in September! Jetstream  

Whilst there are a couple of ideas for runs next 

year, nothing is definite. Suggestions are the 

Shetlands in Spring with Inseminator and 

Languedoc in Autumn with I Like Your Boobs. If you 

want IndoNostalgia to continue you need to 

volunteer to organise a run. 


